STEPHEN the ___________________ 6:8-15

STEPHEN the ___________________ 6:8-15

•

Stephen did not limit his ministry to be a deacon

•

Stephen did not limit his ministry to be a deacon

•

The Jews worked against Stephen for his stand for Christ

•

The Jews worked against Stephen for his stand for Christ

•

He was taken before the same counsel that tried Jesus

•

He was taken before the same counsel that tried Jesus

STEPHEN the ___________________ 7:1-53

STEPHEN the ___________________ 7:1-53

•

Israel misunderstood their own spiritual roots

•

Israel misunderstood their own spiritual roots

•

Israel rejected their God sent deliverers

•

Israel rejected their God sent deliverers

•

Israel disobeyed their own laws

•

Israel disobeyed their own laws

•

Israel despised their own Temple

•

Israel despised their own Temple

•

Israel resisted their God and His truth

•

Israel resisted their God and His truth

STEPHEN the ___________________ 7:54-60

STEPHEN the ___________________ 7:54-60

•

For Stephen, his death meant coronation

•

For Stephen, his death meant coronation

•

For Israel, Stephen’s death meant condemnation

•

For Israel, Stephen’s death meant condemnation

•

For the church, Stephen’s death meant liberation

•

For the church, Stephen’s death meant liberation

•

For Saul of Tarsus, Stephen’s death meant salvation

•

For Saul of Tarsus, Stephen’s death meant salvation
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Pastor’s LifeGroup • Study of ACTS

Stephen, the Martyr
Lesson 7 • Acts 6 & 7

Stephen, the Martyr
Lesson 7 • Acts 6 & 7

There are two Greek words for crown in the New Testament.
One word is “diadema” which indicates a royal crown or diadem.
The other word is “stephanos” the victor’s crown. The next two chapters
in Acts center on the ministry and martyrdom of Stephen.

There are two Greek words for crown in the New Testament.
One word is “diadema” which indicates a royal crown or diadem.
The other word is “stephanos” the victor’s crown. The next two chapters
in Acts center on the ministry and martyrdom of Stephen.

STEPHEN the ___________________ 6:1-7

STEPHEN the ___________________ 6:1-7

Church problems give us an opportunity to:

Church problems give us an opportunity to:

•

Examine our ministries

•

Examine our ministries

•

Exercise our faith

•

Exercise our faith

•

Express our love

•

Express our love

•

Experience God’s power

•

Experience God’s power

